Panel discussion at Swedish e-Science Academy 2015!

Arlandastad October 15, 2015
Panel Discussion

Theme:
• Swedish e-Science in an International Perspective

Time:
• 11:00-12:15
Panel members

Moderator:
• Kristina Edström, Dean of Research, UU

Panel:
• Anders Hast, SeSE
• Ingela Nyström, eSSENCE
• Juni Palmgren, SeRC
• Frank Seinstra, NLeSC
• Pär Strand, Chalmers e-Science
Q1: Where does Sweden stand internationally in e-Science? Do we have an edge?
Q2:

- How can the universities support e-Science?
Questions

Q3:

• How can we spread knowledge about e-Science in general and educate the next generation of researchers in particular?
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